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Figure 1: (a) The mixed s.i. systcrn. (b) The HB system. 
Abstract - We present the rate-distortion function 
and bound the rate loss for a system with some side 
information (SA.) known at both the encoder and de- 
coder, and some known only at the decoder. We 
extend the corresponding Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion 
results to give a lower bound for jointly Gaussian 
sources and upper and lower bounds for binary sym- 
metric sources. Applying the construction from our 
binary upper bound to the Heegard and Berger (HB) 
problem of decoding when s i .  may be present im- 
proves the best upper bound for that problem. Ap- 
plying it to the two-receiver system with different s.i. 
at each decoder provides a new upper bound. 
I. R ( D )  FOIL 'rim MIXED SIDE INIJOIIMA'I'ION SYSTEM 
Figure l(a) shows the mixed s i .  system. Let p : K x 2 + 
[O, x) be a single-1et.ter distortion measure. We assume t,hat 
there exists an ?(I E 2 such that Ep(X,?o) 5 pmnz < CO. Let 
,M ( D )  be the set of all test channels / L ( U ; ~ X ,  y) dcfiriing an aux- 
iliary random variable W that sat.isfies W -+ ( X ,  Y )  --t Z and 
for which there exists a function X = X ( W ,  Y,  Z )  suc~i that 
E ~ ( x , X )  5 D. TIICII, WIICII (x ,Y,z)  arc cliscrctc sources, 
t,he mixed s.i. rat.e-distortion (R,-D) function is given by 
inf [ I ( X ;  WIY) - I ( W ; Z I Y ) ] .  n x l y { z ) ( D )  = p ( w l s , y ) E M ( I ) )  
Thc right hand side above is a lowcr boiind for R x l y { z ) ( D )  
when (XI Y,  2) are continuous sources. 
The rate loss [l] is L(D)  = Zixly{z)(D)--fi~ly~(D), whcrc 
Rxly ;? . (D)  refers to the system in which Z ?  like Y ;  is avail- 
able at both encoder and decoder. We show that for discrete 
sources and difterence distortion measures, L (  D )  satisfies the 
saIric 1)oiind as in [I ,  Sec. 111 for the R'yncr-Ziv systc~n. For 
Hamming distortion and binary sources, L( D) 5 0.22 bits. 
a 
11. MIXED SIDE 1~1~onn;lxnoix EXAMPLES 
Gaussian: Let p(z ,  2) = 12 - 2)' and let ( X ,  Y,  2)  be zero- 
mean, jointly Gaussian with covariance niatrix K .  Let L = 
(Zij) = K-'  and assume I ( X ;  Y Z )  < CO. Generalizing the 
Gaussian Wyner-Ziv lower bound in [2], we show that for all 
Binary: Assume Hamming distortion, let X be uniform and 
binary, and let Y and Z bc related to X via independent 
binary symmetric channels with crossover probabilities a < f 
and b < f respectively. We aim to bound Rxlv{;?.)(D).  
D > 0, R ~ ~ ~ { ~ ~ ( D )  2 max { -f  log(^^^^), 0). 
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IVc consider the case Y = 0; by syrxirnctry; the case Y = 1 
is identical. Given Y = 0 )  t,he problem is ident.ica1 to the 
\Vyncr-Ziv binary syrnrnct,ric cxarriplc in [3] , cxccpt that the 
Inarginals of X and 2 arc now skewed. For that cxaIIipIc, the 
optimal test channel timeshares between two different chan- 
nels. The first relates W to  X via a binary syrnmctric chan- 
riel. The second is the zero-rate channel. That solution is 
not, opt,imal for t,his skewed problem; we do better using an 
asyrrirrict.ric first channel. If W is construct,ctf via a syrnrrict.ric 
channel, the optimal reproduction is either always equal to  W 
or alwavs equal to 2. An asymmetric channel allows the re- 
production to depend on both W and 2 and docs cvcrywhcrc 
at. least as well, reducing the average distance t o  our lower 
bound, over all (a ,  b, D )  of interest, by 61.5%. 
Hccgard and Bcrgcr's system (Figure 1 ( 1 ) ) )  considers source 
coding with unreliable s.i. a t  the decoder. It splits the decoder 
into two; decoder 1 for when s.i. is present and decoder 2 for 
whcn it is absent,. We here improve the R-D upper bound 
for the example in [4] where 21 is related to X via a binary 
symmetxic channel. The form of the R.-D function [4> 53 sug- 
gests a coding strategy of two parts. The first can be decoded 
wit,liout 21 and ensures a niininium reproduct,ion fidelity at. 
both decoders. The second rcqiiircs 21 for its decoding, and 
allows refinenlent at decoder 1. Once the first part is cho- 
sen, it scrvcs as s.i. (known to both encoder arid decoder 1) 
for coding the second part. Thus, coding the second part is a 
mixecl s.i. problem. We create the first part using a symmetric 
binary channel and the second part using an asynirnctric chan- 
nel as above. We timeshare this solution with one in which 
the second part is constant and with the zero-rate solution. 
Our boiind is mcvcr looscr than the existing bounds (by Hcc- 
g a d  and Bcrgcr [4] arid Kcrpcz [6]) by morc than nmricrical 
accuracy, and reduces the average distancx to Kerpex's lower 
1)oiind by 19%. Our coristriiction can also bc cxtcndcd to up- 
per hound R(Dl ,D2)  for a generalization of the HB system in 
which s i .  2 2  is provided t,o decoder 2. Previous construct,ions 
were not immediately generalizable. 
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